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“This book will change how exactly we all view autism.” Karla Fisher
(Senior Program Supervisor/Engineering Manager at Intel, mentor for
autistic youth) I REALLY LIKE Being My Own Autistic Personal is a funny
and upbeat book for autistic people, their families, and others who care
about them. Author Landon Bryce uses a vibrant cast of cartoon personas
to gently introduce neurodiversity, the theory that neurological
differences should be respected and valued. The concept of
neurodiversity and various points of look at are distilled down and
personified as specific characters. I want to share it with everyone
with any link with autism. I find my son in some of these pages, and I
hope he loves becoming his personal autistic self, as well.” Noah
Britton (public member of the the Interagency Autism Coordinating
Committee, founding person in the humor group Aspergers Are Us, Adjunct
Professor of Psychology at Bunker Hill Community University in Boston,
Massachusetts) Vector, our narrator, discusses the benefits and issues
that his autism provides him. Even while it acknowledges autism is
usually hard to comprehend, the book sets out to help the reader do just
that, most efficiently through memorable sound bites voiced or thought
by the characters. Chip wants a cure for autism, and Vector explains why
which makes him sad. Researcher Dr. Vector also introduces readers to
his friend Pang and his sister Manta, so they can see what it is like
for him to interact with people who don't have autism. Landon Bryce has
filtered the voices of hundreds on his site through his brain and found
a straightforward way in doing this. “This is actually a helpful
publication for children and adults with autism, in addition to our
parents." Matt Friedman, writer ofDude, I'm an Aspie. It does not come
across as a children’s book, yet I think some kids might understand
these important points better, and reading with their parents, they BOTH
might begin to understand how we feel about each other in this bag of
human pores and skin.” Adam Bailey (dad and creator of the autism comic
strip OWL) "I am hoping everyone inside our Community reads this --
every staff person at Autism Speaks, every teacher, every relative. It's
an excellent primer for novices, and a fantastic reality check for
everyone who thinks they understand autism. " Jennifer Sheridan, mother
to Charlie (autism, age group 8)“I Love Being My Own Autistic Self can
be an honest and hopeful appeal for autism acceptance and understanding.
“This comic is BEAUTIFUL! His close friends Ramikin, who provides
Asperger’s syndrome, and Marko, who's nonverbal, show how different from
each other autistic people can be. This is an essential pocket guide for
anybody who wishes to raised understand autism and the issues autistic
people face. You can easily read, using colors and characters.
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Everything I wanted We don't know why this doesn't show up browsing
results.I wish i had this publication earlier, because these things are
hard for me personally to understand on my own. My NT nine calendar year
old needed help understanding her brother and my autistic six yr old was
certainly engrossed by this book.It is compiled by an autistic author
from a neurodiversity perspective. This book may be the first concrete
"proof" of anything help with that I could present him to validate that
sense that is also made by an autistic writer." Mr.Definitely recommend.
expression from the perspective of Autism. In fact, it's a lot more than
that. This reserve is exactly what people need to go through when they
think of autistic people, autism, neurodiversity, or anything related to
those subjects. I in fact purchased the book on Kindle, sat down and go
through it to my 8 year older autistic son. He's known of his diagnosis
since he was six and is quite proud to be autistic because we've under
no circumstances allowed him to become anything BUT that. It touches on
identification first language, treat seekers, stimming, conversation
struggles, eye contact, plus much more. Landon Bryce's usage of
thAutoons was excellent for the reason that my son could examine (most)
of the captions, identify the expressions and then get righteously
pissed off at the doctor and sister heroes for wanting the Vector
personality to "merge" and "be cured" of his autism.!The book is written
from a positive place and encourages everyone to work together and pay
attention to autistic people about their own needs. Bryce has already
done much to further the neurodiversity movement. There have been some
topics that aren't issues for him yet, at the age of 12, but there was a
lot that was relavant to him. quest to aid our son. Rated E for
everybody. Rated E for Everyone - a must browse to live this world-
because the world is normally, thankfully, not just neurotypical. A book
therefore fantastic that I've given many copies!" Like, respect, and
accomdation is normally all that is required. generous in sharing his
valuable, painfully earned insights & Everything they stated and more
This book is amazing. Landon Bryce's publication- along with
ThAutcast.com / it's Facebook page- has been an eye- opening source to
enlightening us on our Autism journey & Bravo. My nephew was confused
because of it and o didn't enjoy. Learning to like himself- to thrive
with assurance that he is in very good firm- is vital. Landon's work
changes lives and adjustments the world. He's a voice to express what
others, like and unlike him, may not be able to. This is cutting edge
paramount for the crucial movement toward aligning progress in Autism
with the Autistic adult knowledge & advocacy; to lead not only to
consciousness &The character in the book, "Vector" takes us on an
adventure through an autism experience as he sees it. It does not white
clean autism, but reaffirms that people can have reputable struggles but
still be entire valid persons- perfect as they are with no need for
"fixing. Simple, HOWEVER, NOT Childish Simple, powerful cartoons are
used to introduce the reader to a range of people on the autism



spectrum. Most of all it is compiled by someone who is
#actuallyautistic. Great book if you are looking for a few insight into
.) as regular people find autistics. I missed it helpful in assisting
others to comprehend my girl.. If I wanted to get nit picky on some of
the vocabulary used I possibly could, but I won't as the overall message
is good. It would have helped me prevent a whole lot of problems. I
can't believe I was billed $7 and there is a 50¢ price sticker on
leading when I acquired it!. acceptance, but beyond. Vector is able to
realize crucial misunderstandings of autism, found in both Autistic and
Neurotypical individuals, as well as recognize true wisdom and
greatness. Good book if you are looking for a few insight into autism.
Reading it simplified extremely abstract issues and feelings that i've
experienced in understanding the hard to describe world of Autism. It
would be especially useful for those who recently diagnosed and/or not
used to the world of personal advocacy, but i belive would also be
useful for most people connected to an autistic cherished one or friend,
of nearly every age. It really is absolutely the best reference for
talking about autism with adolescents that I've found. I motivate
parents and caregivers of autistic visitors to browse this and think
seriously about the message-- that autistic people vary widely, but also
that many of them find "normal"/neurotypical people as confusing (and
sometimes even frightening!..As an autistic mother or father of an
autistic kid, I've personally experienced the majority of the
misunderstandings and triumphs in the publication. Never finished the
book. All have stated it helped them find autism in a different light.
It was received regularly and was packaged approriately, Needless to say
my son hated it and it actually upset him Very strange book. Images and
some context appears to focus on children under 10 but other articles
seemed intended for teens and adults.Awesome! Obviously my child hated
it and it in fact upset him. The publication offers a tangible tool to
help ease our son's understanding of living as his very own brilliant,
perfect, unique, delightful self. We've two children with autism in my
own extended family which book has been approved around the family. This
is one of those books for me. Best book ever!. This is one the best
books on autism I have ever read. I have been following ThAutcast for
some time, so I was familiar with the cartoons (although I did so not
know the titles or their "analysis"). The actual fact that is compiled
by an autistic person helps it be even more compelling, since we cannot
really know very well what it feels as though to end up being an
autistic unless we are autistic. Bought for my son who's hf autistic and
my atypical nephew. Neurodiversity rocks! It clarifies autism in a very
accessible method, without drama and with respect for all autistics.
Every library and college should have one. Ever find one particular
books that make you think "I wish i'd have had that book previously. The
language is also pretty simple, but parents should remember that there
are some very heavy topics, so this is not a book for children to read



alone. One Landon trumps a pile of "experts". By a man so talented &
Opening dialogue I like has it takes in autism from different factors of
view. It had been exactly what we needed. Not happy This book had not
been what I expected. Desire I Had."? I want I experienced video taped
his small rant against and the muttering of "Oh, the indignity!! It
helped my child feel better about himself It helped my boy feel better
about himself. However, with that one little book, he has now blown the
hinges off of it. It could start some dialogues, for many groups. Five
Stars Landon has greatly improved the lives of myny families with
autistic kids AND parents.
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